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[57] ABSTRACT 
A universal crankshaft pin and main bearing ?nishing 
machine having one pair of pin and main bearing arms 
with ?nishing shoes simultaneously engageable with 
one pair of pin and main bearings. A programmable 
controller and encoders automatically monitor drives 
which position and oscillate the arms over the width of 
the bearings for each pair of pin and main bearings until 
all required bearings of the crankshaft are ?nished. 
Adjustment and automatic programs are provided for 
different crankshafts which may vary in length, number 
of cylinders, stroke, axial location and width of bear 
ings. 

51/58 

27 Claims, 20 Drawing Figures 
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UNIVERSAL CRANKSHAFT FINISHING 
MACHINE 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made 
by reissue. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Polishing, burnishing and ?let rolling of crankshaft 
pin and main bearings has been accomplished for high 
volume production crankshafts with special single pur 
pose machines employing multiple arms, one for each 
bearing to be processed, and one or two master crank 
shafts driven at synchronous speed with the workpiece 
crankshaft to match the eccentricity of the pin bearings. 
A ?xed width of tooling has been typical, based on the 
width of the respective bearing surfaces for the produc' 
tion crankshaft, so that in converting such machines to 
any different crankshaft, major retooling and reposi 
tioning of multiple arms for all of the bearings may be 
involved. A typical special purpose high volume shaft 
burnishing machine which has been used in commercial 
production is disclosed in my prior US. Pat. No. 
2,959,841 issued on Nov. 15, 1960. Such machines are 
too costly and not appropriate for low and medium 
volume crankshaft production, or for crankshaft repair 
in reclaiming used crankshafts, for which purpose hand 
polishing or manually controlled movement of polish 
ing arms have been used in the state of the art. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present universal crankshaft ?nishing machine 
has been developed to meet the need for automated 
?nishing of low and medium volume crankshaft pro 
duction, as well as crankshaft repair, having the versa 
tility to accommodate any family of crankshafts includ 
ing different lengths, number of cylinders, stroke and 
bearing widths with manual operations limited to load 
ing and unloading of individual workpiece crankshafts. 
A pair of pin and main bearing arms are adapted to 
perform the ?nishing operation successively on all bear 
ings of the crankshaft with programmed automatic con 
trol of arm positioning, oscillation to accommodate 
different bearing widths, and cycle duration to achieve 
production polishing, for example, of a six cylinder 
crankshaft in approximately two to three minutes. 
An adjustable eccentric is employed for the pin bear 

ing arm which provides the effect of a master crank 
shaft without the necessity of multiple arms or different 
arms for different crankshaft throws. A programmable 
controller and absolute encoder control system for posi 
tioning the pin and main arms provides accuracy in arm 
location and oscillating stroke so that a single shoe may 
accommodate varying widths of bearings. Retraction of 
the drive for the pin arm is accomplished for indexing of 
the crankshaft workpiece without losing orientation 
and the pin arm is constructed with minimum weight 
and single point drive engagement at the center of grav 
ity to permit high orbital drive speeds without incurring 
inertia variations in polishing pressure during the rota 
tional cycle. Hydraulic or equivalent drives for crank 
shaft rotation and arm positioning and oscillation are 
provided with high and low rates to achieve rapid and 
accurate positioning of the arms and rapid and accurate 
rotation of the crankshaft for finishing and indexing 
Operations. The programmable controller accommo 
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2 
dates individual programs for each of the family of 
crankshafts to be processed so that the only required 
manual adjustments are for different overall lengths and 
stroke of crank throw. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a plan view of a preferred embodiment of 
the machine; 
FIG. 1A is a fragmentary sectional view taken along 

the line 1A--1A of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 2 is an end elevation of the machine; 
FIG. 3 is an enlarged partially sectioned plan view of 

the head stock shown in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3A is an end elevation taken along the line 

3A—-3A of FIG. 3; 
FIG. 4 is an end elevation of the head stock shown in 

FIG. 3; 
FIG. 5 is a side elevation taken along the line 5-5 of 

FIG. 4; 
FIG. 6 is an enlarged plan view of the pin arm drive 

and main arm drive shown in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 7 is a partially sectioned side elevation of the 

main arm driven shown in FIG. 6; 
FIG. 8A is an enlarged end elevation of the pin arm 

slide assembly taken along the line 8-8 of FIG. 1 omit 
ting the pin arm per se; 
FIG. 8 is a fragmentary sectional view taken along 

the line 8A—8A of FIG. 8; 
FIG. 9 is a sectional plan view taken along the line 

9-—9 of FIG. 8; 
FIG. 10 is a partially sectioned side elevation taken 

along the line Ill-10 of FIG. 9; ‘ 
FIG. 11 is a fragmentary elevation taken along the 

line 11--11 of FIG. 9 showing adjustment screw for 
changing the eccentric radius of the pin arm; 

FIG. 12 is a plan view of the adjustment screw shown 
in FIG. 11; 
FIG. 13 is an enlarged end elevation of the pin arm 

assembly per se taken along the same line 8—8 of the pin 
arm slide assembly shown in FIG. 1 and FIG. 8; 
FIG. 13A is a sectional view taken along the line 

13A—13A of FIG. 13; 
FIG. 14 is a plan view of the pin arm assembly shown 

in FIG. 13; 
FIG. 15 is an enlarged elevation view taken along the 

line 15-15 of FIG. 1 showing the main arm slide with 
main arm per se omitted; 
FIG. 16 is a plan view of the slide shown in FIG. 15; 
FIG. 17 is an elevation taken in the direction of arrow 

17 in FIG. 15; 
FIG. 18 is an enlarged elevation of the main arm 

assembly per se taken along the same line 15—15 as the 
main arm slide shown in FIG. 1 and FIG. 15; 
FIG. 19 is an enlarged side elevation of the tailstock 

shown in plan view in FIG. 1; and 
FIG. 20 is a chart and diagram for programming the 

automatic controller used in operating the machine. 
With reference to FIG. 1 the main elements of the 

illustrated preferred embodiment illustrated in enlarged 
views of the other ?gures are indicated by correspond 
ing ?gure numbers and include head stock 3, pin and 
main arm drives 6, pin arm slide assembly 9, pin arm 14, 
main arm slide 16, main arm 18 and tailstock 19. The 
general operation of the machine involves manually 
mounting a crankshaft between the head stock 3 and 
tailstock 19 with the first pin of the crankshaft to be 
?nished facing the pin arm 14; actuating the pin and 
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main arm drive assemblies 6 to move the pin arm assem 
bly 14 and main arm assembly 18 into alignment with 
the ?rst pin and main bearings to be ?nished; (e.g. at the 
tailstock end) moving the pin and main arm ?nishing 
shoes into engagement with such pin and adjacent main 
bearings of the crankshaft; driving the crankshaft and 
simultaneously, through the head stock assembly, driv 
ing the pin arm assembly in an eccentric path corre 
sponding to the throw of the crankshaft pin; oscillating 
the pin arm and main arm to the extremities of the pin 
and main bearings to be ?nished during rotation of the 
crankshaft to complete the ?nishing operation for one 
pair of pin and main bearings, stopping rotation of the 
crankshaft with the ?nished pin extending toward the 
pin arm; disengaging and retracting the pin and main 
arms; disengaging the synchronized drive between the 
crankshaft and pin arm; indexing the next pin of the 
crankshaft to be ?nished into facing alignment with the 
pin arm; actuating the pin and main arm drive assembly 
to a new position of alignment with such next pin and 
main bearing to be ?nished; extending the pin and main 
arms into operating engagement; reengaging the syn 
chronized drive from the head stock 3; again driving the 
crankshaft and pin arm assembly to effect the ?nishing 
operation on the second pair of pin and main bearings; 
and similarly repeating such operations for each of the 
pin and main bearings to be ?nished, all under automatic 
programmed control of the machine. 
More speci?cally with reference to FIGS. 1, 1A, 3 

and 19 a workpiece crankshaft C is manually loaded 
onto a part support 25 in raised position at the head 
stock and a part support 26 at the tailstock and the ?rst 
pin to be ?nished is manually aligned to extend toward 
the pin arm assembly 14. As a preliminary adjustment 
when any change crankshaft length or pin and main 
bearing locations are involved, the tailstock 19 is ad 
justed by hand crank 27 to a required longitudinal posi 
tion and a selector switch set to the program required 
for the crankshaft involved at a push button panel 28. 
At this point the automatic cycle push button is de 
pressed, cylinder 29 advances the tailstock center 30 to 
engage the crankshaft holding it in engagement with the 
part driver 31 keyed to drive shaft 32 on which proxim 
ity switches 33 are mounted at angular positions corre 
sponding to various angular pin positions of the various 
crankshafts to be ?nished. 
With additional reference to FIGS. 6 and 7 each of 

the pin and main drive arm assemblies 6 includes a hy 
draulic motor drive 34, ?xed longitudinal support bear 
ings 35 and 36, ball lead screw 37, and at each end an 
absolute encoder 38 which monitors the exact axial 
position of the pin and main arm assemblies over the 
entire length of selective positioning. Each encoder is 
directly coupled to its drive shaft and for convenience 
adjusted to a zero readout at the crankshaft head from 
which all pin and main bearing dimensions are applied 
on the crankshaft part drawing. Each encoder is capa 
ble with a one half inch lead screw pitch to monitor 
1,000 increments per inch and, with ?fty inch lead 
screws, 50,000 absolute increments over the entire 
length of travel of the respective pin and main arm 
assemblies; however, for certain ?nishing operations 
such as paper polishing an accuracy of $0.005" in the 
oscillating reciprocation of the pin and main arm assem 
blies is fully adequate and to minimize capacity require 
ments for the programmable controller 100 incremental 
steps per revolution may be adopted for controlling pin 
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4 
and main arm longitudinal position for both initial en 
gagement and oscillating stroke. 
With additional reference to FIGS. 8, 8A and 9 the 

pin arm slide assembly 9 includes a rigid housing 39 
having segmental sleeve bearings 40 slidable on ?xed 
cylindrical guide rails 41 mounted on ?xed longitudinal 
supports 42 and includes apertured passages 43 for the 
lead screws 37 for both the pin and main arm assemblies. 
The housing extension 44p which includes the passage 
for the pin arm lead screw 37 has bolted thereto a recir 
culating ball nut 45 which engages the lead screw for 
accurately driving the pin arm slide assembly to its 
required position. 
With additional reference to FIGS. l5, l6 and 17 the 

main arm slide 16 includes a similar housing 46 with 
similar provisions for supported guide and positioning 
drive through the main arm drive assembly associated 
with housing extension 44m. 

Referring again to FIGS. 8, 9 and 10 the pin arm slide 
assembly housing 39 contains a bearing 47 for coupling 
48 extending between a driving head 49 and drive shaft 
50 which is driven at synchronized speed with the 
crankshaft and disconnected from the crankshaft drive 
during indexing of a new crankshaft pin into aligned 
position for its ?nishing operation. At such time the 
drive head 49 is in the angular position shown in FIG. 9 
with a pair of drive pins 51 extending into horizontal 
slot 52 in drive head coupling 53 for eccentric head 54 
having a journal 55 rotatable in bearing 56 mounted in 
slide 57 which is retractable by power cylinder 58 from 
the operative position shown to a clearance position of 
the pin arm shoes for rotating or reloading the crank 
shaft. In such retracted position one of the drive pins 51 
will remain in engagement with the slot 52 maintaining 
orientation of eccentric head 54. 
The head 54 carries a drive roll 59 mounted on a slide 

60 which may be adjusted for varying the eccentric 
throw for different crankshafts through an extensible 
and retractable shaft 61 having an allen head 62 engage 
able with socket 63 in adjustment screw 64 adapted to 
actuate slide 60. With reference to FIGS. 11 and 12 
when adjustment of eccentric drive roll 59 is required 
shaft 61 is extended to an actuating position compress 
ing return spring 65, hand crank 66 being provided for 
remote manual adjustment. 
With reference to FIGS. 13 and 14 the pin arm assem 

bly is provided with bushing 67 internally engageable 
by drive roll 59 and externally coupling as a scissors 
pivot mounting extension 68 for upper pin arm 69 and 
similar extension 70 for lower pin arm 71. The operating 
ends of the upper and lower arms are respectively pro 
vided with upper shoe 72 and lower shoe 73 having 
guides 74 for leading a strip of polishing paper within 
shoes 72, 73 for engagement with the pin of the crank 
shaft. 
A iluid pressure power cylinder 75 mounted on the 

upper pin arm has piston rod 76 connected to the lower 
pin arm for actuating the arm assembly to the phantom 
position shown at 77 at which arm extensions 78 engage 
?xed guide stop 79 for maintaining horizontal orienta 
tion of the arm assembly during advance and retraction 
of the assembly between operating and crankshaft in 
dexing positions. Upon extension of piston rod 76 oper 
ating ends of the upper and lower arms are closed to a 
pin engaging position of shoes 72, 73 which, together 
with drive roll 59, maintain the arm assembly in hori 
zontal attitude during simultaneous synchronized rota 
tion of the crankshaft and eccentric head 54. During the 
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operative position of the pin arm assembly as shown in 
full line, arm extensions 78 are in clearance positions 78' 
relative to guide stop 79, adjustment shaft 61 is in a 
retracted clearance position, and drive pins 51 of driv 
ing head 49 are in the position shown in FIG. 9 with ' 
journals 48 and 55 in axial alignment and establishing 
eccentric throw of drive roll 59 equal to and synchro 
nized with the crankshaft pin engaged by shoes 72, 73. 
The arm assembly is substantially balanced with the 

center of gravity at the center of bushing 67 so as to 
minimize any inertia loading of shoes 72, 73 on the 
crank pin during the polishing operation and thereby 
achieve uniform polishing contact pressure throughout 
crankshaft rotation. As shown in FIGS. 8, 9 and 10 
housing 39 for the pin arm assembly is provided with 
vertical spaced guides 80 for maintaining the pin arm 
assembly in proper alignment throughout positioning 
and polishing actuation. 
As previously indicated, positioning of the housing 39 

for initial alignment of the pin arm assembly with the 
center of the pin to be polished as well as reciprocating 
oscillation of housing 39 through actuation of pin arm 
drive 6 under the controller program positionally moni 
tored by encoder 38 will cause the polishing paper 
within shoes 72, 73 to polish the extremities of the pin as 
required. Shoes 72, 73 will normally be fabricated to a 
maximum width appropriate for the minimum width of 
pin bearing to be polished so as to minimize reciproca 
tion of the pin arm assembly with the controller pro 
gram adapted to accommodate increased reciprocation 
for any wider pins which may be processed by the 
machine. Rolls of polishing paper stored in reels 74a are 
fed over the guides 74 as required between pin polishing 
operations under suitable feed controls not shown. 
With reference to FIGS. 15, 16 and 17 housing 81 of 

main arm slide 16 is positioned by main arm drive screw 
82, in a manner similar to that shown in FIG. 8A for the 
pin arm drive, through the programmed controller, 
encoder 38 and hydraulic motor 34 independently of the 
pin arm slide. The main arm assembly shown in FIG. 18 
is also similar in construction and actuation, for opening 
and closing shoes 82 and 83, to the pin arm assembly 
shown in FIG. 13. In this case since no eccentricity is 
involved vertical guides 84 serve only to accommodate 
reciprocal horizontal movement of main arm assembly 
85 through engagement of drive roll 86 projecting from 
horizontal slide 87 positioned by hydraulic cylinder 88. 
With reference to FIGS. 3, 3A, 4 and 5 the crankshaft 

drive is effected through hydraulic motor 89 coupled at 
90 to shaft 32 which in turn drives sprocket 91, timing 
link belt 92, sprocket 93, sleeve 94, jaw 95, jaw clutch 
96, sleeve 97, longitudinal bearing outer ball race 98, 
and inner ball race shaft 99 formed as an integral part of 
drive shaft 50 for the pin arm slide. Jaw clutch 96 is 
splined to sleeve 97 and has angular jaw positions 100 
corresponding to and matching various indexable pin 
angles of the crankshafts to be processed on the ma 
chine. Cylinder 101 retracts jaw clutch 96 during 
change of crankshaft pin position while shaft 50 remains 
stationary and is actuated to reengage the jaw clutch for 
each new pin position of the crankshaft automatically 
determined by proximity switches 33. Idler sprocket 
102 on adjustable lever 103 maintains the link belt ten— 
sion to assure accurate synchronization of drive be 
tween crankshaft and pin arm. 
As shown in FIGS. 3, 4 and 5 cam 104 secured to 

shaft 50 is engaged by the end of lever 105 pivoted at 
106 actuated by cylinder 107 during the last revolution 
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6 
of the crankshaft, the end of the cam serving as a p0si~ 
tive stop to prevent any drift in the drive of the crank 
shaft at the end of a polishing cycle and under progres 
sive valve closing responsive to cam control to gradu 
ally stop the crankshaft at an accurate position where 
the pin being polished is in engagement and disengage 
ment alignment with the pin arm at which time jaw 
clutch 96 is retracted and the crankshaft indexed to a 
new pin position controlled by a proximity switch 33 
whereupon jaw clutch 96 is reengaged. 
When the pin arm is opened and retracted and the pin 

arm slide is moved under programmed controller and 
encoder control to a new position with the pin arm 
aligned with the next pin to be polished, the main arm is 
likewise opened, retracted and moved to a new position 
in alignment with the next main crankshaft journal to be 
polished. Extension of the respective arms to crankshaft 
engaging position, closing the arms and crankshaft 
drive is then resumed with programmed reciprocating 
oscillation of the slides to again effect required polish 
ing over the full pin and main bearing widths. Progres 
sive similar polishing of pins and crankshaft bearings 
continues until all required are polished, it being under 
stood that if polishing ends at the drive end of the crank 
shaft the pin arm will be idle in retracted position during 
polishing of the last main bearing. Upon completion of 
all polishing operations on a given crankshaft the last 
steps of the program extend loading support 25 and 
actuate cylinder 29 to retract the center 30 freeing the 
crankshaft for manual removal and manual loading of 
the next crankshaft with the ?rst pin to be polished 
again in alignment facing the pin arm. Pushing a cycle 
button on the control box 28 will start a new cycle with 
cylinder 29 engaging the center 3 and drive coupling of 
the new crankshaft followed by full automatic comple 
tion of polishing operations. 
A series of like crankshafts can thus be processed 

automatically with manual operations limited to loading 
and unloading each crankshaft. A separate program 
may be entered in the programmable controller for each 
different crankshaft to be processed; for example, with 
reference to FIG. 20 dimensions for a given six cylinder 
crankshaft main bearing center lines may be entered as 
dimensions A, B, C, D, E, F and G, dimensions to the 
center line of the respective pin bearings entered as 
dimensions P, Q, R, S, T, and U, widths of the respec 
tive main bearings entered as H, I, J, K, L, M, and N 
and widths of the pin bearings as V, W, X, Y. Z, AA. 
With the encoder for the respective pin and main arm 
slides set at zero relative to the drive end of the crank 
shaft, automatic positioning of the respective slides to 
the respective center lines will take place as well as 
automatic oscillation of the slides to accommodate the 
respective entered widths of the crankshaft bearings to 
be polished. 

In placing dimensions in proper registers using the 
chart on the four cylinder cranks zeros would be placed 
in dimension locations, F, G, M, N, T, U, Z, AA. If all 
main bearings or all pin bearings are not polishing ade~ 
quately on both sides, the corresponding entered shoe 
width can be decreased thereby increasing the oscilla 
tion of all bearings. Individual bearings with this prob 
lem can be corrected by increasing the “bearing width“ 
dimension for selective increase in oscillation. If an 
individual bearing is not polishing adequately on one 
side only the bearing location value can be altered to 
recenter the oscillation on the bearing. 
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Manual adjustment for different length of crankshafts 
is made through adjustment of the tailstock by hand 
crank 27 as shown in FIG. 19 while manual adjustment 
of the eccentric throw can be made by shaft 61 and 

8 
-continued 

stop rotate 
9. Repeat steps 4 to 8 

5 times for (4) cyl. 
crank 66 as shown in FIGS. 9 and 11. 5 7 times for (6) cyl. 
The control system is adapted for both manual and 10- With 8" bqarinss‘volishcd 

automatic modes of operation. In conjunction conven- H :3)“ mm“ Pm 
. . . . . . 1th carriage returned 

tional solenoids, limit switches and controller relays extendloadc, 
typical Sequence of Operations for each mode may be 12. with loader extended 
set up as follows: 10 retract tailstock 

13. With tailstock returned 
CYCLE IS COMPLETE 

Manual 

1‘ E‘m'd mls'mk It will be understood that special programs may be 
i: 15 set up for special cases such as in reprocessing crank 
4_ Emnd "m, shafts where only selective bearings need further polish 
5. Polish ing. It will also be understood that while a particular 
6- R¢F1lm=m§ I preferred embodiment has been disclosed in detail a 
7' l "mush 7 “'m' ‘m number of optional modi?cations are possible within 
8- km", mg: 20 the scope of the present invention. For example. while 
9. Raise loader hydraulic motor drives have been indicated for both 

10- R?ur" “mock v crankshaft rotation and arm translation, DC motor 
_ M drives may be substituted employing encoder and pro 

with 1m" ‘"‘nded ' ‘"lsmck ""‘r'wd ‘ grammer for slow up; or commercially available two 

1' ggs'xkcziznz‘imm 25 speed AC motor drives which include an integral brake 
2_ with unmet cmndcd adaptable to accurate stopping. While proximity 

Loader lowers switches have been disclosed for controlling the index 
3. With loader lowered _ _ ing of the pin bearings, an encoder such as employed in 
4 g'glsargxsg?ozfamn edm' mu" “m the pin and main arm drives may be substituted, particu 

‘ Arms position _ p510‘ m’ mm m 30 larly where the machine is adapted to process a large 
5_ number of different cylinder crankshafts. Also, while 

(a) with arms positioned the illustrated embodiment of the machine is for ?nish 
""1111 Filth?" (P'W fwd) polishing of pin and main bearings, the same basic ma 
"9"“ “1.”? “"1” . . chine with only tooling modi?cations may be employed 

(b) with main index returned-pin index returned _ , . _ _ 
mend main am, 35 to effect ?nal sizing, including use of appropriate close 
eittend pinarm (unlesslast position) dimensioned shoes, thereby eliminating ?nal grinding 

6- With Rm}! mended-Pin, min operations. Likewise burnishing rolls or ?let polishing 
w elm‘ pd‘sh Sm“ . . rolls may be substituted for the polishing paper and 

?n (unless last position) shoes 
ain ' 

(b) with shoes closed 40 As applied to polishing operations it has been found 
disengage cam Posili?nef ("111w I"! Potilitlm) desirable to break up the relationship of axial oscillation 
z‘i‘gnzggiagtmm? dog clutch (last position only) to crankshaft rotation in order to effect optimum uni 

(c) with cm position" damaged (Orientation do; chnch form polishing result. In practice an 18 second polishing 
on last position) - rotate fast time with two revolutions per second has been found 

(6) with P9" rotliins f!!! 45 satisfactory on typical crankshafts. For varying sizes of 
2:; crankshaft l2 to 25 seconds of polishing time at 100 to 
com“ revolutions 150 rpm is feasible with a 20 to 32 second total cycle 

(e) count revolutions out time per bearing. In polishing operations a 5" ?oat in 
(f) with Yet/Plath" c9“! 0“! the radial shoe position effected through pivoter slide 
( ) sl‘F’tgmc‘uam'zewe‘éh “ms “mend 50 connection has been found desirable to accommodate 
8 flm‘g'x‘“ r ?nal self-centering of the shoe on the bearing during 
(h) while rotating slow polishing operations. 

' chwk "dill Position 4 _ _ _ It will be apparent from the foregoing disclosure that 
(1) ‘""h Wipe’ ml?‘ “Mm” engage w“ P‘m‘m“ with the adaptability of the machine to different crank 

ing: 08:25:23,711.“ (last position only) 55 shaft con?gurations without change of tooling and with 
(i) with cam positioner engaged and orientation latch only one pin and one arm adapted to polish all bearings, 

=ns?s=d Open Shoes “3d St0P 6001"" automatic polishing of low and medium volume crank 
7 0‘) ‘:Sjégggded Pm‘ mm" shaft production has been made feasible. The adjustable 

mend main index eccentric of the pin arm together with automatic trans 
eittend pin index 60 latiori gives the effect of a master crankshaft without the 
mum main arm necessity of multiple arms. The single shoe with con 

8 EFT‘ P'" ‘"1" ed . trolled oscillation accommodates any width of bearing. 

‘ ori'zmlgg heralded)” Other important features include the provision of pin 
disengage orientation dog clutch arm drive retraction without losing orientation; disen 

l~ wilh O?'cnwion dos Child! disengaged 65 gagement of drive between crankshaft and eccentric 
rotate slow 

2. with part oriented 
engage orientation dog clutch 

3. with orientation dog clutch engaged 

without losing orientation; and minimization of weight 
and balancing of the pin arm to maximize possible speed 
of operation. 






